Alaska Maritime Prevention & Response Network

2014 Nontank Vessel
Annual Fee Schedule
The following fees apply to each nontank vessel a Planholder submits for
coverage and participation in the Network’s Western Alaska Alternative Planning
Criteria for Nontank Vessels, including waters of the Western Alaska and Prince
William Sound Captain of the Port Zones (collectively “Western Alaska”).

NTV Class
A
1
2
3

Total NTV BBL Capacity
0 2,500
2,501 10,000
10,001 – 25,000
25,000 or greater

Annual Rate (USD)
$ 1,500
$ 2,500
$ 4,500
$ 6,500

Fees are paid on a per vessel basis at the time of enrollment and include:
24 / 7 monitoring of vessel compliance with NTV APC operating procedures
24 / 7 access to OSRO and related response services1
24 / 7 access to Network AIS and satellite vessel monitoring system2
Certificate of Participation for planholder to include with planholders VRP
submittal
NOTE:
In lieu of the above fees for individual vessels, NTV planholders with fleets in excess of 25
vessels with irregular or unpredictable transits or operations in Western Alaska may elect to use
the Network’s “Fleet Enrollment” option, the terms of which are set forth on the following
page.

1

Requires QI or authorized Network agent executing standard response action contact of behalf of planholder at
time OSRO mobilized.
2
Service provided through Network agreement with Marine Exchange of Alaska. Password and user i.d. will be
provided to planholder within 7 days of issuance of Certificate of Participation.
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Alaska Maritime Prevention & Response Network

2014 Nontank Vessel
Fleet Enrollment Option
WHAT
The Network NTV APC Fleet Enrollment Option allows NTV planholders with large vessel fleets to pay for
NTV vessel coverage for some vessels that are confirmed or likely to transit Western Alaska waters but
also identify additional vessels in their fleet as participating in the Network NTV APC for purpose of VRP
approval/operating authority. This option is available to NTV planholders with fleets in excess of 25
vessels.

WHY
The Network understands that some planholders with large NTV fleets will want to gain NTV compliance
for all vessels in their fleet when they submit their respective VRP’s to the USCG. This is often desired
even though the NTV planholder is not sure which vessels in their fleet will actually transit or operate in
federal waters in Western Alaska during the annual coverage period. The Fleet Enrollment Program
allows a planholder to pay for a minimum number of vessels but also identify their entire fleet as
participating and having APC coverage subject to the terms of the Program when needed.

HOW
The procedure for participating in the Fleet Enrollment Option is as follows:
1. A planholder completes the Network NTV application on line and submits the list of vessels in its
fleet requiring documentation of Network coverage.
2. The planholder pays Network for a minimum of 25 vessels at the Class 3 rate ($6,500 per vessel,
per year).
3. Upon receipt of payment, the Network issues a Certificate of Participation for all vessels the
planholder identified on their NTV enrollment form.
4. As planholder vessels transit or operate in federal waters of Western Alaska, the Network 24/7
ops center monitors the planholder’s vessels identified as utilizing Network coverage.
5. The Planholder shall determine when the number of vessels operating or transiting Alaska is
approaching the number of authorized vessels. The planholder is then required to notify the
Network to either secure an additional block of 25 authorized vessels or remit additional
coverage fees on a vessel by vessel basis based on the fee schedule on the previous page.
6. There will be no further charges for “fleet vessels” that do not actually trade in or through
Alaska even if they are considered approved for operations in Alaska by the USCG VRP desk.

WHEN
The Fleet Enrollment Option will be effective for planholders seeking NTV APC coverage for the 2014
calendar year.
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